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VW HAS YET TO REVAMP 
ITS LEADERSHIP
The enormity of the Volkswagen emissions scandal is a reminder of just how 
expensive weak governance can be.
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THE ENORMITY OF THE VOLKSWAGEN EMISSIONS 
SCANDAL IS A REMINDER OF JUST HOW EXPENSIVE 
WEAK GOVERNANCE CAN BE.

MIXED PRIORITIES

HOPING FOR THE BEST

With regulator fines, various class action lawsuits by customers and investors, and a global product 
recall; the full costs of Volkswagen’s diesel emissions crisis remains unfathomable (although some 
analysts tip it to exceed $86 billion). Of equal concern is the shredding of the company’s carefully honed 
image of technical excellence and commitment to “safe and environmentally sound vehicles”.

When the recent Volkswagen crisis struck, the car manufacturer 
had yet to formally replace its former chairman, Dr. Ferdinand Piech 
who resigned in April 2015 after losing a showdown with Winterkorn. 
Piech was a long-serving former CEO of the Volkswagen group and 
a member of the Porsche family - the two branches of which own 
31.5 percent of the Volkswagen group and over 50 percent of voting 
rights.

It seemed that the Volkswagen board’s priority was not so much to 
guarantee good governance of VW but to reconcile the goals of key 

Since the scandal broke a lack of consistent messaging has failed to 
reassure stakeholders, and the company’s persistence in retaining 
insiders to manage its way out of the storm is doing little to help 
its cause. Recent research indicates that 64 percent of U.S. vehicle 
owners no longer trusted Volkswagen, and only 25 percent hold a 
positive view of the company.

Initially it seemed the company was moving in the right direction to handle the crisis. Within 48 hours of 
the EPA accusing Volkswagen of deliberately rigging its “defeat device” to cheat emissions tests, the car 
manufacturer had released a statement from then CEO, Martin Winterkorn, who took full responsibility and 
promised action (only to step down three days later). However, subsequent actions show Volkswagen’s 
ability to manage the fallout remain deeply compromised by the absence of a strong leadership structure.
History has shown that when a strong, competent and independent chair is able to step in and assume 
responsibility (and maybe act as interim CEO), a company in a crisis is better placed to navigate the 
storm.
This was the case with BP when, managing the fallout from BP’s Gulf of Mexico oil spill disaster in 
2010, company chairman Carl-Henric Svanberg had to take over from CEO Tony Hayward, whose gaffes 
and public blaming of partners had only exacerbated the crisis. Being newly appointed, Svanberg could 
afford to be less defensive of BP’s past than Hayward and more focused on moving forward. Svanberg 
pledged to create a $20 billion victim compensation fund and apologised to the American people. His 
decisions started the turnaround for BP, which accelerated after the board appointed U.S.-born BP 
veteran Bob Dudley as CEO. FIND OUT MORE>>

$86 BILLION

stakeholders and local officials, including the labour representatives and the State of Lower Saxony 
(which owns 17 percent of the company’s shares and has 20 percent of voting rights), who shared the 
common goal of preserving jobs in the group’s main plants in Germany. At this time Dr. Piech had been 
obsessed with achieving global market share dominance, and expanding the company’s presence in the 
U.S., creating economies of scale that would enable the group to keep the jobs in Wolfsburg; aligning 
both sides on what proved to be a Faustian bargain.

After Piech resigned, Berthold Huber, a former chairman of the powerful IG Metall labor union, had 
taken on the role of interim chairman, with the Volkswagen group’s supervisory board’s executive and 
nomination committees nominating long-time CFO Hans Dieter Pötsch as chair on September 3rd, just 
15 days before the EPA served formal notice on the company.

Pötsch, was confirmed as head of the board on October 7th, two weeks after Winterkorn’s resignation, but 
gave little comfort that the company was drawing important lessons from the debacle with comments 
such as: “We must overcome the current crisis. But we must also ensure that Volkswagen continues to 
grow.” This suggests that he saw the scandal as a hiccup on the road, not a wake-up call about a culture 
and organisation that had gone seriously astray.

It seems that Pötsch and the VW board are now hunkering down to ride out the crisis, believing that, 
in Germany, Volkswagen may be considered “too big to fail”. It is probable that the German federal 
government, with the help of the state government of Lower Saxony and perhaps even the family owners 
and Qatar Holding (which has 15 percent of shares and 17 percent of votes), will come to the company’s 
aid. However this may only encourage U.S. and other national regulators to impose even harsher 
penalties. And then there are the class-action lawsuits that are sure to follow given the deep pockets of 
the shareholders and government involved. The challenges will be further exacerbated by reports that 
the ECB isn’t allowing the Volkswagen group to fully benefit from the central bank’s “cheap” money.

The company may then have to consider alternatives such as breaking up Volkswagen into separately 
managed units providing options of selling off some of these divisions to cover the huge financial cost 
of the “moral and political disaster”. 
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Seamus’s major achievements

Has helped over 100 boards to improve director, board and corporate performance.

Has reviewed the processes and practices for winning business of over 100 
companies. Former Policy Director at the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators (ICSA). He authored ICSA’s guidance on ‘Boardroom Behaviours’, 
led the working group which produced the FRC’s ‘Guidance on Boardroom 
Effectiveness’, and oversaw the production of ICSA’s technical output, including its 
best practice Guidance Notes on boards and directors.

COURSE LEADER

Quest Masterclass

www.questmasterclass.com

Founded in 2002 in Singapore and with 8 offices in Asia, Quest Masterclass is a 
leading consulting and training company helping organizations and individuals 
achieve their goals by sharing knowledge and insights gained by experienced 
Quest professionals and other industry experts. Our Master Class training 
sessions combine the best in research; expert trainer and excellent delivery 
thus providing attendees opportunity learn from the practitioners and develop 
lasting networks with fellow successful professionals.

OVERVIEW
Case studies presented to illustrate particular principles of ‘new governance’ and ‘new leadership’ during the three 
days will illustrate a successful response to a generic challenge faced by directors and boards. They will briefly cover 
the problem addressed, what was done, the results achieved and the subsequent situation, what made the difference 
and the main learning points.

Understand the correlation between good corporate governance and shareholder value creation and wealth 
maximization.

Handle directors dilemmas and adopt approaches that support innovation and business development.

Develop key result areas for your board and individual directors.

Understand the basis of corporate governance due diligence.

Identify the relevant legislation of the Companies Act and the applicable guidelines of corporate governance codes of 
conduct best practices.

The danger of following the herd with general approaches and how governance reflecting an organisation’s situation 
and circumstances can add value.

How to build an effective board of competent directors.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND
DIRECTOR DUTIES EXCELLENCE 2017

3 Day Master Class
6th - 8th March, 2017

Sheraton Istanbul Ataköy Hotel, Turkey

Originally a senior policy adviser for the UK government, and was Private Secretary to John Gummer MP, 
Secretary of State for the Environment, and John Prescott MP, Deputy Prime Minister.

He oversaw a number of significant policy initiatives including the Kyoto Protocol, and the development 
of London Docklands and was seconded as an advisor to the French government on private finance and 
governance issues.

Held positions as the Company Secretary and Director of Regulation at Anglian Water (later AWG) plc, and as 
Head of Public Policy and Regulation at O2 plc, now part of the Telefonica Group.

He has spoken at over 300 conferences and congresses in over 40 countries.

Has held professorial appointments in Europe, North and South America, Africa, the Middle East, India and 
China, and a variety of private, professional andv oluntary sector board roles, including as chairman and 
president.


